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Cox’s proportional
hazards regression

brilliant compromise between
statistical demands in medicine
and computing power limitations

of the 1970s

Using 1970s techniques in 2016
is perfectly acceptable if

I they can handle statistical tasks of modern medicine
I or it is not possible to develop more powerful ones

otherwise we are not serving our patients
as well as we could and should
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The bigger picture



Maths meets cancer medicine

potential of quantitative innovation
in 21st century cancer medicine ...

I Reverse engineering

– reprogram circuits in cells
– reprogram the immune system

I Adaptive medical trials

– faster, fewer patients
– response-triggered intervention

I Predict clinical outcome and
treatment response

– high-dimensional data (genetic, imaging)
– heterogeneity of cancers and patients
– risk correlations, comorbidities
– confounding factors, batch effects
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General pitfalls in statistics

I Often counterintuitive

Monty Hall problem, gambling, ...
I have just thrown 10 successive sixes!
Prob ≈ 16.5.10−8

how likely am I to throw yet another six?

I Selective reporting
(aka cheating)

z-scores
reported in
PLoS





I ‘Probability’ can
mean different things ...

our ignorance of

(a) something that cannot be known
(Russian roulette, we will spin the cylinder)

(b) something that is known, but not by us
(Russian roulette, cylinder has already been spun)

relevant in medicine?

Suppose we find survival function S(t) = e−t/τ

explanation I: homogeneous cohort, random death times,
each individual i has hazard rate 1/τ

explanation II: heterogeneous cohort, deterministic death times ti ,
distributed according to p(t) = τ−1e−t/τ

(potential for stratification!)



Regression for survival data, why and how

I Objective

find and quantify patterns (if any) that relate
covariates to event times, in order to:

1. predict clinical outcome for individuals
2. discover disease mechanisms
3. design interventions (modifiable covariates)

I How can we know that what we find is real?

only one way: predict outcome for unseen cases

I When do we need

parameter interpretation: (2,3)
multivariate regression: (1,2,3)

I Choice of regression models

primitive models can only reveal primitive patterns ...
primitive models often make brutal assumptions ...
complex models require many more data ...



What has changed since the 1970s?

I Medical data have evolved

I sheer volume ...

I diversity of data sources
(clinical, genomic, biomarkers, health records, imaging, ...)

I complexity of experimental pipelines
(confounders, batch effects, variability between centres, ...)

I dimension mismatch
then: 500 samples, 10 covariates
now: 500 samples, 106 covariates



I Statistical thinking has evolved

away from maximum likelihood estimators
towards Bayesian methods:
quantify uncertainty in parameters and models

example:

Tsiatis’ identifiability problem (1975)
(how to disentangle competing risks)

I if hazard rate for risk 1 is low:
(i) event 1 is intrinsically unlikely, or
(ii) it is often preceded by event 2

I eliminating one risk can change hazard rate of the other ...
to disentangle: need joint event time stats p(t1, t2) ...
p(t1, t2) cannot be inferred from survival data ...

I simplest way out:
assume all risks statistically independent
(required to interpret KM curves, Cox regression ...)



The Bayesian view:

– multiple hypotheses H may explain our data
– but not all are equally probable ...
– calculate each Prob(H|data) from Bayes’ formula

illustration:
identifiability problem

I true data:

p(t2) = ae−at2 ,

{
with prob ε : t1 = t2 + τ

with prob 1−ε : draw t1 from p(t1) = be−bt1

I explanation assuming
risk independence:

p(t2) = ae−at2 , p(t1) = −
(
ε+ (1−ε)e−bt1

)
log
(
ε+ (1−ε)e−bt1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

with prob ε: event 1 never happens

implausible if e.g. risk 2 is cancer, risk 1 is death ...



Cohort heterogeneity and competing risks

primitive tools
can only reveal
primitive patterns



David Cox:

‘The proportion of my life that I spent working on
the proportional hazards model is, in fact, very
small. I had an idea of how to solve it but I could
not complete the argument and so it took me
about four years on and off...’

conventional methods
for time-to-event data Kaplan-Meier estimators

Cox regression
.....I not designed to handle disease/host

heterogeneity, beyond variability in covariates

I to allow interpretation:
have to assume different risks are uncorrelated,
dangerous when many censoring events ...

random effects and latent class models

I usually constructed for primary risk only,
so still cannot handle correlated risks



Consequences and fingerprints
of latent heterogeneity

I Violation of proportional hazards assumption

I Interpretation of time dependencies tricky

even if all individual hazard rates hi

are time-independent, cohort hazard
rate will be time-dependent:

h(t) =
∑n

i=1 hi e−hi t∑n
i=1 e−hi t

I Interpreting cause-specific survival curves
(KM, Cox) no longer possible ...

primary risk only primary+secondary risk
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Link between cohort
heterogeneity
and informative censoring

Say 1000 people,
two risks, hazard rates hA and hB

I homogeneous cohort:
all individuals have (hA, hB)
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If our tools assume censoring risks
are uncorrelated with primary risk

censoring by competing risks
can give nonsensical results ...

– harmful drugs look beneficial
– beneficial drugs look harmful
– false protectivity of covariates

(ULSAM cancer data )



Bayesian latent class methods

I model all risks simultaneously

I individuals with same covariates can have
distinct associations and distinct base hazard rates

I competing risks, informative censoring:
reflect correlated association parameters of different risks
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I Bayesian analysis and model selection:
reliable error bars, and multiple classes only if data demand it

I reduces to standard Cox regression if no heterogeneity
(Occam’s Razor action of Bayesian model selection)

I formulae for survival curves decontaminated for informative censoring,
and retrospective class allocation of individuals

(Rowley et al, 2016)



Synthetic data 3 classes:
red, blue, green



Prostate cancer data
(ULSAM data base, n = 2047)

Cox regression:
smoking is protective against PC

negative association with smoking only in
extremely frail subgroup of patients

red class: high overall frailty
green class: low overall frailty



Breast cancer data
(AMORIS data base, N = 1798)

Cox regression finds no significant associations
(proportional hazards violated)

solid: BC
BC death CV death dashed: CV

red class: predominantly younger women
green class: predominantly older women (Wulaningsih et al,

BMC Cancer 2015)



outcome:



The COIN trial (colorectal cancer)
1st batch, n = 154

I two sub-cohorts, with similar base hazard rates,
but distinct overall frailties and associations.

I method provides retrospective class assignment
I new tools to identify a priori the responders to Cetuximab?

(Ng et al,
ASCO 2015)



The COIN trial (colorectal cancer)
1st+2nd batch, n = 398

I two sub-cohorts, with similar base hazard rates,
but distinct overall frailties and associations.

I method provides retrospective class assignment
I new tools to identify a priori the responders to Cetuximab?



The TOPICAL trial (lung cancer)
n = 670



Overfitting



common sense:
if you look for long enough, you will always find some signal,

the problem is how to distinguish between true and fluke ones

Pearson correlation: 0.87
surely statistically significant?

Feynman would suddenly interrupt himself in the middle
of a statistics lecture, and excitedly say something like:

‘On my way to campus today, I saw a car with the licence
plate XRT-375 in the parking lot - isn’t that amazing?
What are the odds of seeing that exact licence?’

‘shoot randomly at a wall,
then draw target circles around the bullet holes ...’



overfitting in multivariate
Cox regression

p-values, z-scores,
confidence intervals
don’t measure overfitting!
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Strategies to deal with overfitting
in covariate-to-outcome analysis

I Know when to ‘back off’

‘safe’ ratio covariates/samples
for Cox regression?

I Eliminate redundant information

improve covariates/samples ratio
nonlinear dimension reduction (information theory),
‘true’ data dimension?

I Model (avoid?) overfitting effects

statistics of full parameter uncertainty,
while keeping computation feasible



Empirical approach
multivariate Bayesian Cox,
(MAP, Gaussian priors→ L2 regularisation)
+ outcome prediction (Breslow’s base rate)
+ cross-validation lymphocyte infiltration markers

to predict clinical outcome in BC
(Gazinska, Grigoriadis, Tutt, Pinder)

I split data set:
50% training, 50% validation

I regression on training set,
with all covariates
prediction performance on training set?
prediction performance on validation set?

I remove least informative covariate and repeat,
(many random separations into
training/validation sets, many cutoff times)

I identify optimal set of covariates
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Bayesian latent variable methods
for survival analysis

Assume:

(a) data Yk are high-dim windows
on q-dim latent variables X

(b) X actually drives outcome

(c) dimension of X less
than dimension of Yk

Y
1

T, Δ

XY
2

e.g. gene expression

other
biomarkers

clinical outcome

?
I nonlinear stochastic relations

Yk = fk (X ) + noise
I dimension detection: optimal q?
I find most probable latent variables X
I use X to predict clinical outcome

Gaussian process latent variable model (GPLVM)
combined with Weibull proportional hazards model (WPHM)



Application to METABRIC data Y : scores of 28 gene signatures
BC gene signature data outcome: overall survival time
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n = 500,
predicted versus true regression coefficients
HRµ = exp(2βµ)

d/n = 0.002
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n = 500,
predicted versus true regression coefficients
HRµ = exp(2βµ)

d/n = 0.10
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n = 500,
predicted versus true regression coefficients
HRµ = exp(2βµ)

d/n = 0.20
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n = 500,
predicted versus true regression coefficients
HRµ = exp(2βµ)

d/n = 0.30
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n = 500,
predicted versus true regression coefficients
HRµ = exp(2βµ)

d/n = 0.40
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Bad news
Overfitting is more dangerous than pure noise,
because it is causes deterministic bias

we always overestimate the
strength of associations
(whether positive or negative)

Good news
Unlike pure noise,
deterministic bias may be predictable ...

New possibilities, roadmap for research ...

I Predict impact of overfitting, in terms of
– sample size, nr of covariates
– correlations among covariates
– true association strengths

I Overfitting correction of Cox parameters
– reliable regression at ratios covariates/samples ∼0.5?
– Bayesian Cox regression with unbiased estimates?



Overfitting in Cox model – intuition

I Empirical distribution of covariates and event times,
generated from Cox model with parameters β? in cohort of size n:

P̂β?(t , z|) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

δ(t − ti)δ(z− zi)|β?

Cox regression minimises Kullback-Leibler distance
between parametrisation Pβ and empirical distribution:

βCox = argminβ D(P̂β? ||Pβ)

I If n→∞ for fixed d :

lim
n→∞

P̂(β?) = P(β), βCox = argminβD(Pβ? ||Pβ) = β?

If d∼n:
lim

n→∞
P̂(β?) 6= P(β) . . .



Overfitting in Cox model – analysis

I Regression performance:

E(β?) = min
β

D(P̂β? ||Pβ)−

not zero︷ ︸︸ ︷
D(P̂β? ||Pβ?)

E(β?) > 0 : underfitting

E(β?) = 0 : optimal regression

E(β?) < 0 : overfitting

I Typical behaviour:

E =
〈

min
β

{ 1
N

∑
i

log
[P(ti |zi ,β

?)

P(ti |zi ,β)

]}〉
D

= − lim
γ→∞

1
γ

〈
log
∫

dβ e
−γ
{

1
N

∑
i log
[

P(ti |zi ,β
?
)/P(ti |zi ,β)

]}〉
D

I Replica method:
use 〈log Z 〉 = limm→0 m−1 log〈Z m〉,
analytical continuation from integer to non-integer m

result:
explicit eqns from which to solve E and overfitting correction factor



Epilogue

I We should not adapt our medical questions to
the limitations of current statistical tools,
but build statistical tools that answer our questions

I Two of the main challenges in modern survival analysis
are latent cohort heterogeneity and overfitting

I There is no scientific obstacle that prevents us from developing
new statistical tools tailored to the challenges of modern medicine

I Cultural obstacles

– aversion to statistical innovation (journals, grant awarding bodies)

– uncritical attitude towards appropriateness of standard methods

– undue focus on univariate hazard ratios and p-values,
instead of multivariate outcome prediction, with error bars



‘Give me six hours to chop down a tree
and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe’
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